For 39 diatomic ionic and non-ionic molecules, the anomalous behaviour of the spectral parameters ae and wexe with respect to the bond type is reviewed. It is shown that on using a "universal" Sutherland parameter defined as A = ^kerc 2 /Dion, the anomalous behaviour disappears. Hard spectroscopic evidence is thus presented, for the first time to the author's knowledge, that just one bond type, in fact an ionic one, can account, in first approximation, for the spectral behaviour of both non-ionic and ionic bonds, H2 included.
Introduction
For over half a century, the search for a simple two-or three-constant universal potential energy (PE) function is going on [1, 2] . Numerous functions have been suggested in order to reproduce spectroscopic data with ever more precision for an ever increasing number of different bonds. No function, however, has yet been found that can bridge the "spectroscopic gap" that exists between ionic and non-ionic bonds. Very reliable spectroscopic constants, such as the rotational (ae) and vibrational (coe xe) constants (or their equivalent functions F and G [2] , obtained through Dunham's expansion [3] ), exhibit this pertinent anomaly very clearly when plotted against the Sutherland parameter A [4] , In this work, 39 diatomic molecules are selected, for which the spectroscopic data are shown in Table 1 . A method is proposed to eliminate this gap by means of a modification of Sutherland's parameter. The results obtained will be discussed in the context of chemical bonding.
Graphical Review of Spectroscopic Data and

Potential Energy Functions
Varshni [2, 5] has argued that graphical comparison of PE-functions is by far the most elegant and instructive way to distinguish between the possibilities of each function. Therefore this method is respectively, are plotted against the Sutherland parameter A. All data are taken from 14) . c F = aeVe/6 Be 2 [2] .
* G = we xe pi re 2 /2.1078 X IO"™ [2] . e If no value for A is shown, the "normally,, used value is the one shown in the next column. f tentatively calculated by means of experimental IE values (see footnote b), although valence state quantities should have been used. Therefore halogens are mostly excluded from the computations (see text). s Born-Lande relations for F(t) and G(t), not given in the text, are F = tj3 and 0 = (1/3) (2t 2 + 15< + 9). These lines are drawn in Figure 3 .
where EAB is the bond energy, and for ionic bonds, D= -(IE A + EAB -EA B ), if IE X and EAx are the ionization energy and electron affinity of element X, respectively.
In the same plot, the predictions of some elementary PE functions are also shown.
Standard ionic PE functions [5, 6] , i.e. with an explicit Coulombic attraction term appearing in it, mostly yield equations of the type F = a A +6 or F = Af(x), where f(x) is a simple function of parameters introduced in the PE function. The original Born-Lande PE function [7] , which may be con-sidered as an elementary form of the more general Mie-Mecke-Sutherland PE function [4, 8] , yields explicitly
a relation shown in Fig. la , denoted by "ion".
Morse's PE function [9] , as a prototype of covalent PE functions, yields
also shown in Fig. 1 Finally, an empirical relation, obtained by Varshni [2] for covalent molecules
is also drawn in Fig. 1 , with the notation "cov". For the G(A) relation, similar curves have been drawn, i e. ion (Born-Lande)
Neither of these (or related [2] ) functions represents the actual situation. The existence of this "spectroscopic gap" is one of the basic problems in finding a universal PE function. The hard spectroscopic evidence for a distinction between non-ionic and ionic bond types found its very first generalization in the development of different bonding theories. Its roots may be traced back into the different theories of Kossel [12] and Lewis [13] .
In order to have at least some idea about a possible unification of chemical behaviour, irrespective of bond type, a plot of experimental G values versus experimental F values was made [17] .
The result is shown in Figure 2 . Surprisingly enough, there is no gap at all, so that all molecules indeed show a very similar behaviour, except perhaps the M2 molecules, where M is an alkali-metal, for which the spectroscopic data are not always reliable [18] .
A second remarkable point however is that all "theoretical" predictions, whether ionic or nonionic, now seem to be reasonable approximations of the "experimental" G(F) relation. Indeed, when the relations given above are combined to yield G(F), the following expressions are obtained: ion (Born-Lande)
cov (Varshni)
Morse
The Morse curve has not been drawn in Fig. 2 since it is too close to the solid line, which is obtained by a parabolic curve fit of experimental G and F values, except those for the M2 and X2 molecules (M = alkali-metal, X = halogen) (see below).
The result of such fit is G = 0.4 + 22.57 F + 5.32 F 2 (10) and is represented by the solid line in Figure 2 . It should be mentioned that Varshni's relation (8) was obtained for non-ionic molecules only, and that it now applies equally well for ionic species. As all bonding approximations now seem plausible and, since the experimental G (F) plot shows no spectroscopic gap at all, it seems that a single bonding approximation, with a corresponding universal PE function, should be valid. Obviously, something is wrong with the Sutherland parameter A, or its evaluation. Since there are no ionic or non-ionic spectral constants, the rather ambiguous choice between Deov and Di0n seems to be the weak point. This corresponds to the question whether or not the spectroscopic behaviour of bonds is governed by ionic or non-ionic dissociation processes allone.
As an intermediate step in eliminating this ambiguity in D-values, a different parameter t was used, defined as t -2 + kere 3 /e 2 and being independent of D. This parameter t was introduced by Varshni [5] , in comparative work on ionic bonding functions. F(t) and G(t) plots are shown in Figure 3 .
In this figure, again the essential gap no longer appears, but it seems that finer details of chemical behaviour are lost in the transformation. The F(t) plot shows this most clearly. Furthermore, the anomaly of the M2 molecules, revealed in the G(F) plot, is reproduced in the G(t) plot. It is essential, however, that t, being a parameter characteristic in ionic PE functions [5, 6] , where it is independent of D, even brings in line non-ionic molecules. Finally, the Born-Lande approximation remains plausible for all molecules in both F(t) and G(t) plots.
A Universal Sutherland Parameter
Sufficient evidence has been collected above for attributing the spectroscopic gap between ionic and non-ionic molecules to the rather inconsistent use of Z)Cov and -Dion • In fact, one can not a priori decide what is going to be determining the spectral behaviour of a molecule. Therefore, the Sutherland parameter was now determined for all molecules in Table 1 , either as function of Dcov or Dion allone.
Since a preliminary check of using Dcov proved to be fallacious, the following universal definition of the Sutherland parameter was retained A = lkere 2 IDion.
This is a straigthforward practical procedure for very ionic and homonuclear bonds, where it is clear which ionic structure is the most important. For bonds of intermediate polarity, however, the situation is not so clear. It was therefore assumed for the time being that for such bonds Dion may still be determined by the definition given above, for the ionic structure in which the more electronegative element in the bond will be considered as anion. This point needs further attention, as it touches the basic ideas underlying the newly defined Sutherland parameter.
Results
All data are collected in Table 1 . The resulting F{A) and G{A) plots are shown in Figure 4 .
Discussion
The transition to standard A -values for all molecules produces essentially simple F(A) and G{A) relations, showing no "gap" between so called ionic and non-ionic molecules, despite the fact that some 
Halogen-halogen molecules were excluded (see below). The goodness of fit (r 2 ) was over 0.96 for the remaining 34 molecules of Table 1 . For these molecules, the rotational constant ae can be calculated by means of (12) with a mean deviation of 5.47% only. For the alkalihalogenides allone, a mean error of 3.14% is obtained. For the "covalent" ones, the mean deviation is 8.8%. For some of the latter molecules, i.e. H2, HX, Li2, Na2 and K2, Varshni's empirical relation yields an average deviation of 20%. Moreover, as seen on Fig. 4 a, the Born-Lande relation (1) still is a resonably good first approximation. Morse's prediction, and other non-ionic ones, is rather diverging as could be expected. Nevertheless, it can not be excluded that the final universal PE function could well resemble Morse's, since a plot of F versus A 1 ! 2 , as in (2), was rather satisfactory. Approximate values of a and b in a relation F = a A 1 ' 2 + b were found to be 4/3 and -0.4.
The G(A) relation:
Also in this case, the spectroscopic gap has completely disappeared. The result shows a rather good similarity with the experimentally obtained G(F) plot, shown in Figure 2 . Exactly as in that figure, the M2-series seems to be off-line. Part of this discrepancy, however, may be removed by introducing non-zero electron affinities for alkalimetals [14] . Amongst the halogens, especially F2 falls out of the general trend. Since in this bond (and to a lesser extend in the other halogens) large extra non-bonding-electron repulsion is believed to be operative [15] , this seems not unreasonable at all. In fact, such repulsion should be accounted for in the PE function, so that for these bonds slightly different F(A) and G{A) relations will be obtained.
Anyhow, the Morse's function is here definite lyout of order, for obvious reasons, whence the BornLande function again is the better approximation.
Due to the close similarity with the G(F) plot and since a few -Dion values are still uncertain (see above), a further discussion is based upon the empirical G(F) relation in Fig. 2 , for which Eq. (10) has been evaluated. With the exception of the M2-series, ^-values, and hence eo^e-values, may be deduced with a mean deviation of 5.55%, including halogens. For the alkalihalide molecules separately, 6.17% error is obtained, whereas for the "covalent" molecules the mean deviation drops to 4.67%.
Conclusion
It is shown in this report that the spectroscopic gap between ionic and non-ionic molecules, as occuring in ordinary F(A) and G(A) plots, is easily removed by means of a standard or universal Sutherland parameter. For these "corrected" relations even the most elementary Born-Lande PE function seems to be an acceptable rationale. A consideration of an experimental G (F) plot confirms the validity of the modified A -formalism, although in this case all the different theoretical approaches seem to converge, which could be an interesting point [17] , [18] .
If the modified A-approach is valid, it must be concluded that the spectroscopic behaviour of all ionic and non-ionic species is very similar but also that it is governed primordially by ionic structures, even around re, the equilibrium distance of the bond. As this hypothesis seems to be confirmed by the spectroscopic data, this implies that somewhere, between r = re and r = oo, ionic attraction and nonionic attraction always meet (crossing point), at which point the ionic attraction "takes over" to lead to the molecule's most stable ground state. Therefore, at r -re, spectroscopic evidence suggests that for all molecules considered, the wave function is best approximated by ^AB^e) = a^AU) VA(2) + by-B(l) Y>B(2)
(with a 2 -f-b 2 = 1), even when A = B!
